A werewolf can run on all four __, but can also stand on two
Werewolves may have a craving for __ more than feeding on meat
The Brothers __ fight a witch and a werewolf in the 2005 movie
A werewolf may not recall his actions once returned to __ form
Stephenie Meyer’s __ is not a werewolf; he’s a shape-shifter
Hogwarts’ resident werewolf, at least in Harry’s third year, Professor __
1981’s An American Werewolf in London and the sequel later in __
__-shifters can change appearance at will and are similar
1985’s Silver __ was based on Stephen King’s Cycle of the Werewolf
Some cultures consider werewolves as __, some as protectors
Loup-garou is the __ word for werewolf
Werewolves of __ is a song by Warren Zevon recorded in 1978
Fox network aired a show called Werewolf during its first __ in 1987
In many fictional accounts __ bullets can kill a werewolf
The __ was a 1977 novel and a 1981 movie, with sequels
__ Jack was a famous radio DJ in the 1960s and 70s
Werewolves are most closely associated with European __
Werewolves are said to come out when there is a __ __
Michael J. Fox starred in __ __ in 1985
Rutger Hauer was cursed to become a wolf at night in this 1985 movie
Of Wolf and Man is a song by heavy metal band __
Jack __ and Michelle Pfeiffer starred in 1994’s Wolf
In movies to become a werewolf you usually must be bit or __ by one
This plant is considered deadly to werewolves
Kate __ starred in both Van Helsing and the Underworld series
The __ from man to werewolf is frequently shown as painful
Series of movies starting in 2003 where Vampires fight Lycans
Greek word for a werewolf, meaning wolf man